ENGINEERS TRIM HARVARD ON MAT BY 18-6 SCORE

Overture for next season on first two days;

ROGERS CRAMPS LEWIS AT plurality of 22; Gainy to

FRANCIS HEADSLINES OF THE ENGINEER's Mango Training. The Engineers defeated the Harvard Rugbymen 22-10, trimming the Crimson single-handed in the opening game of the season.
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GRADUATE STUDIES OPPORTUNITIES

SOEGMOPES SWIMMER

RUTGERS AND NAVY ON WEEK END TRIP

Meet to be Held in New Brunswick Tank

JOURNEY TO ANNAPOLES TO SWIM SATURDAY

Engineers in Good Condition for Clash—Navy Still Unbeaten

The Engineers are holding a Labor Day weekend, swimming against the Navy at Annapolis, and planning to give the Navy a tough fight. The Engineers are currently unbeaten in swimming, having defeated Yale and the Army in recent meets. The team is looking forward to a challenging match against the Navy, who are expected to provide stiff competition.

The meet will be held in the swimming pool at Annapolis, with both teams bringing their strongest swimmers to the event. The Engineers are confident in their abilities and are looking forward to demonstrating their skills against the Navy. The match promises to be an exciting and competitive one, with both teams eager to claim victory.

The Engineers are known for their strong and disciplined approach to swimming, and are expected to put up a good fight against the Navy. The team has a history of success in swimming, and is looking forward to continuing this tradition in their upcoming match.

The Engineers have been preparing vigorously for the meet, and are confident in their ability to perform at their best. The team is looking forward to testing their skills against the Navy, and is excited about the prospect of a thrilling match. The Engineers are sure to put up a good fight, and are looking forward to a challenging and exciting weekend in swimming.